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Theme: "Overcoming the Barriers in New Therapeutic Innovations"

Deliberations on focused topics you have never heard before!

- The global battle against obesity Tsunami: Can science deliver a solution?
- Sea change in treatment paradigm for T2DM and Cardiovascular Disease.
- Moving ahead with control of diabetes, incorporating ambulatory glucose profiles.
- ARNI : A new revolution in chronic heart failure with reduced ejection fraction.
- PCSK9 inhibitors : Will they be the next wonder drug after statins?
- The nuances of Ambulatory BP Monitoring: Will it enter the clinics in Indian context?
- The exciting world of NOACs: A new era has begun in VTE after AF.
- Focus on Cardio-oncology: Cancers that hurt the heart. What cardiologist needs to know?
- New devices knocking at the door: Leadless Pacemaker, SC ICD, Wearable Defibrillator.
- The nuances of difficult to treat asthma: Current approaches.
- ICU radiology for intensivist: CXR, Ultrasound, CT and MRI.
- War against Sepsis: The ongoing progress.
- Ultrasound guided decisions in the shocked patient.
- Reversal agents for NOACs are here: When and how to use.
- Demystifying ventricular arrhythmias for physicians: A simplistic approach.
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